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Pre-booking for the movie is available on the websites of Indian Players,
where tickets are priced less than Rs.300. The tickets are available for
purchase at the venue, and they cost more. However, on any given day,
there is always a lot of rush at the ticket window, and tickets sell out in a
flash. To the credit of the director, he does a good job at creating that Miami
Vice feel, and knows a lot about movie cameras. But the script writer and
the actors are less talented in scripting a character and offering substance
to the character. The acting in the film is good, especially for the buff, but
again, doesn't quite gel with the whole movie. The makers also had put in
an effort in writing an engaging screenplay. The tone of the movie is one of
a family comedy-drama [ a bit too much drama for its own good], something
that works well for a planned comedy. Also, the production quality, including
the set designs, cinematography, and costuming, is so fresh and appealing
that one feels it was tried and tested before the film release. The good thing
about LAKEER is how well the sets are built and the bright and cheerful
colours and the great photography. One gets the feeling that this was
primarily made for the millions of kushtiar who are used to these sets, and
for them it is a postcard-look. There is a bit too much of Bollywood romance
on screen in LAKEER, and the pretty girl and the pretty boy have been given
somewhat unrealistic love scripts. But here the love stories are secondary to
the plots and the acting is the most important. All of these make for a film
that is just a bit dull and a bit too much. But even with its flaws the movie
will make for fun and if not soporific hour, it will leave you with a smile.
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